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Article types 1
• Double-blind reviewed contributions:
• Research Papers (max 10000 words)

Any types of original research conducted by the author(s), such as 
developing or testing a model or framework; action research, case 
studies, data analysis, market research, or surveys; empirical 
studies and articles featuring a practical focus.

• Research Notes (max 3000 words)
Any discussion notes, aimed at advancing a new idea or concept, 
theoretical perspective, research program, or methodological 
approach in theory and practice.

• Commentary Papers (max 1500 words)
Any type of paper that draws attention to or criticizes a previously 
published article, book, or report as a call to action or an emphasis 
of practical relevance.



Article types 2
• Peer-reviewed contributions:
• Communications Brief (max 1500 words)

Any type of paper intent to deliver an impactful message to a 
specific and right target audience

• Industry Viewpoints (max 1500 words)
Any type of paper that contains content based on the author’s 
opinion and analysis of industry issues and trends in particular.

• Practitioner Reports (max 1500 words)
Any type of paper that highlights the advantages and 
disadvantages of industry approaches, skills and strategies used in 
actual practice.





• What is the purpose?
To inform, report, and show original 
research, experimentation, and thought

• Why use them?
To support your own research, opinion, 
hypothesis, writing, etc.

• Who is it for?
The reader is assumed to have a similar 
scholarly background

• Who writes the article?
Written by researchers and scholars

• Who reviews the article?
Articles go through strict review process by 
peers within the discipline / subject

• What type of language or writing is used?
These articles rely heavily on unique 
terminology, jargon, and language specific to 
the discipline

• Are other sources and cited?
Sources are always cited as footnotes, 
endnotes, or reference lists (bibliographies)

• Are images and advertising included?
Graphs, charts, and illustrations related to 
the research are used; typically no 
advertising but when used it is very selective

• How often are issues of articles 
published?
Varies greatly and can range from monthly to 
bi-monthly to quarterly

Characteristics of Scholarly Articles



• What is the purpose?
Provides news and trends in a field, but not 
original research; showcases leaders in the 
field

• Why use them?
Stay up-to-date on trends, breakthroughs, 
and mover-&-shakers within a field; useful 
for job hunting or interviewing

• Who is it for?
Written for practicing professionals in almost 
any field or industry

• Who writes the article?
Written by industry professionals and 
experts

• Who reviews the article?
While reviewed by editorial staff, they are 
rarely peer-reviewed

• What type of language or writing is used?
Uses jargon or terminology specific to the 
field or industry

• Are other sources used and cited?
Sources are often mentioned within an 
article but not typically formatted as a 
bibliography or footnotes

• Are images and advertising included?
Illustrations, charts, graphs, photographs 
and sometimes graphic art that is relevant to 
article; advertising aimed specifically to 
profession or industry

• How often are issues of articles 
published?
Varies greatly and can range from daily to 
weekly to monthly

Characteristics of Trade / Professional Articles



• Any type of paper intent to 
deliver an impactful message 
to a specific and right target 
audience

• Provide key pointers to the 
reader

• Title should be limited to 10 
words (90 characters)

• No structured abstract
required

• No side headings

• Layout differs from original 
and review articles

• No separate sections
required

• Limited word count: < 1500
• Usage of figures or tables

should be restricted to two
• References are restricted to < 

20
• About 3 printed pages (A4)

Communication Brief (Research Note, Creative Brief)



• Any type of paper that contains 
content based on the author’s 
opinion and analysis of industry 
issues and trends in particular.

• Relating to …; Derived from …
• Characteristic of …; Employed, 

used in …
• Including government agencies, 

NGOs
• Title should be limited to 10 

words (90 characters)
• No structured abstract required

• Layout differs from original 
and review articles

• No separate sections
required

• Limited word count: < 1500
• Usage of figures or tables

should be restricted to two
• References are restricted to < 

20
• About 3 printed pages (A4)

Industry Viewpoint



• Any type of paper that 
highlights the advantages 
and disadvantages of 
industry approaches, skills 
and strategies used in actual 
practice.

• Title should be limited to 10 
words (90 characters)

• No structured abstract
required

• Layout differs from original 
and review articles

• Intro, background, 
goals/obstacles, solutions, 
results, benefits action, 
review

• Limited word count: < 1500 
(?)

• Usage of figures or tables
should be restricted to two

• References are restricted to < 
20

• About 3 printed pages (A4)

Practitioner Report (Case Study)



1. https://www.the-iceberg.org/case-studies/
2. Take 1 or 2 cases and identify:

A. Which area(s) of legacy goals are addressed?
B. From which perspective (stakeholder) is it written?
C. Which problem/solution does it offer?
D. Which data / measurements are involved?
E. Which article type for IJBEL would be best suitable?

3. Briefly summarize in bullet points and share with us

Exercise before we start our own …

https://www.the-iceberg.org/case-studies/


• Which legacy areas do you want to address?

• From which perspective will you write the article? (Take Slide 2 
as a reference)

• Try to come up with a story plot in 3 sentences

Workshop 1: Identifying your perspective



5 key areas of legacy goals
(Best Cities, 2020 
in partnership with 
GainingEdge)



Measurement



• What do you want that the reader takes away? 1 sentence

• Introduction / Background: problem statement 1 or 2 sentences

• Actions taken / which legacies induced? 1 or 2 sentences

• What steps / which information needed to complete the 
articles? 1 or 2 items

Workshop 2 and 3: Structure your story
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